1. Introduction

Tiki19 is introducing new Tiki Admin Bar as a Tiki Module. The Admin Bar module is to be placed in the "Top" area and a quick admin bar appears by clicking on the cog wheel icon on top right along with username. This addition is a part of multiple modifications Tiki community want to bring in the Admin area for future. The goal is to give unified admin experience to users. It is a mobile ready admin bar which adopts the colors of the selected theme. It has all existing admin options located on the page, the admin preferences search bar and links to some control panels.

1.1. Next Steps

In the next steps the Quick Tiki Top Admin bar will be made configurable with features under the Look & Feel segment. Key features will be as follows:

1. Select which control panels you want to show in the admin bar
2. Make the admin bar sticky or not

1.2. Known Issues

1. The quick admin bar only works with Top position, if placed on any other positions it doesn't work properly.